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Father’s Day 2021 –
a return to 2019?

Father’s Days past may give an indication of how this
year will go, writes Laurie Wespes, CEO of Snooper.
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“In 2019 we observed some
categories finding ways
to obtain premium space
without the need for deep
discounting.”

may be willing to upgrade to ‘buy something nicer for
Dad’, with most liquor purchases ranging from $20-$100.
Indeed, in 2019 we observed some categories finding
ways to obtain premium space without the need for
deep discounting.
Some spirits brands achieved off-location space with
no promotion by using simple Father’s Day branding and
tastings, or gifts with purchase related to classic Father’s
Day items, which is what Chivas did with their socks
promotion. Some, such as Glenfiddich, also leveraged
personalisation with custom gifts. Others used Father’s
Day related prizes displayed in store to catch shoppers’
attention, such as Tempus Two with a Smoker BBQ, Jack
Daniel’s with a bar fridge or Taylors Wine with a Smart TV.
Lastly, limited edition also helped secure prime hotspots,
such as the James Squire ‘Wreck Survivors Ale’ specially
released for Father’s Day.
In contrast, wine was discounted in 90 per cent of
stores we visited, and only off located without a specific
promotion mechanic in six per cent of stores. Beyond
discounting, wine is also an AWOP or multi-buy-type
opportunity, as nearly half of shoppers (45 per cent) buy
more than one bottle for Father’s Day.
Further, when shoppers were asked to photograph the
most impactful displays in-store and report the reason for
selecting that particular display, theming and creativity
ranked higher than price/discount and brand, showing that
Snooper photos showing the most impactful displays from 2019

shoppers’ attention is caught more by the stage setting around
the display than the brand or the value. This suggests that
off-location displays may drive brand switching, illustrated
by the nearly one third of shoppers (30 per cent) deciding
to buy a product that was on the ‘most impactful display’.
Let’s see how Father’s Day 2021 plays out, and whether
there is much break with tradition in terms of categories
and discounting. We’ll have our Snoopers on the case.
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